
NWRC Meeting Notes
Jan. 27, 2021

Called to order at 12:00pm PST

Members in attendance
Letcher Ross
Richard Hull
Chris Marr
Dee McComb
James Rawson
Eliza Dickson
Lenny O’Donnell
Helen Tilghman

Filling empty positions
● Dee McComb appointed to fill remainder of Matt Lacey’s at-large term
● Helen Tilghman and Liza Dickson appointed to Secretary and Vice President,

respectively

USRowing event update from James Rawson
USRowing is working to learn what is needed on a regional level, both for athlete experience
and for possibly holding events. They are hoping to hold both regional and national
competitions, but as of now these are still more hypothetical than actual. James is interested in
learning more about the NW scrimmage model that coaches are developing.

Lenny asked about USRowing efforts to address the need for vaccinations and additional
protection for coaches and referees at any possible events. These are being considered by
USRowing as they prepare to make final decisions on events. USRowing is speaking with other
national governing bodies about their protocols and strategies.

Members asked about the status of USRowing memberships. At this time, USRowing
organizational membership numbers are on track. Individual memberships mostly turn over in
May.

Winter Meeting - Saturday, Feb. 27

Mission Statement Project
A revisitation of the mission statement project previously started in 2020 was discussed. It was
decided that previous survey data would be used for a 2021 starting point and additional
surveys may be developed.



Specific topics for renewed focus are diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) across the region.
Questions were raised about what actions and resources are necessary to move the needle on
these issues in the northwest. There was agreement among the board that a coach-centric
model for educating and training current coaches throughout the region would be an effective
tactic.

Board members will start developing a working mission statement and determine what
additional information is needed to finalize the statement. Dee volunteered to collect data and
Lenny volunteered to start writing a draft statement.

James suggested creating a DE&I position on the board to lead these efforts. He also brought
up the possibility of that position and the larger NWRC collaborating with the USRowing DE&I
committee on future steps.

House Bill 1018
Dee summarized House Bill 1018 currently working through the WA state legislature. There are
concerns throughout the region of the impact the additional requirements would have on
programs and the appropriateness of requirements for a boater’s license for human powered
craft.

Members will do additional research and have updates at the next meeting.

Next Board Meeting: Feb. 10 at 12pm proposed, will confirm later

Meeting adjourned at 1:03pm


